Safety Locks Instruction Leaflet

As a rule, there are two different types of locks with an AMOK function in use:
- Type 1: Single doors are fitted with the MSL AMOK lock with latch locking.
- Type 2: Double doors are fitted with the BKS Panic B lock.

**Locking the doors (disconnecting the outer door handle)**
Both lock types can be locked from the inside – the outer door handle is disconnected by activating the turning knob cylinder.

**Releasing the doors (reconnecting the outer door handle)**
Both lock types can be released again and the outer door handle reconnected by activating the turning knob cylinder.

**IMPORTANT:** For Type 2, the turning knob must be turned a little further in the opening direction after the “click” in order for the outer door handle to be reconnected.

This can be verified by activating the outer door handle.